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1

Handgun, 
single shot

Stevens Tip-up No 
41

1982.181.000 88956 14700003 Prohibited Stevens Tip-Up No. 41 pocket pistol of .22 calibre; the 
barrel is released with a small button on the left side 
which allows the barrel to tip up; has chipped nickel 
body, handle has wooden grips, the left one of walnut, 
the other side of a lighter wood.

2

Handgun, 
revolver

Modele 1892 "St. 
Etienne"

1988.004.001.A H53145 (FRT 
47425-1)

14697388 Restricted A six-shot revolver, serial #H53145, Model 1892; it is 
made of steel and has a wood covered handle; 
markings read, "Mre d'Armes, St. Etienne, H 531 45, 
Mle 1892". Chambered in 8mm Lebel.

3
Handgun, 
revolver

Munts 1897 "Je 
Maintiendrai"

1988.004.002 829 (FRT  
86215-1) (V-
16-410)

14697389 Prohibited 5-shot Dutch revolver in 9.4mm. Designed by 
Johannes Munts of Amsterdam.

4

rifle, magazine Winchester 1894 
Rifle

1991.023.001 130329 Blued frame, 26 in. blued octagon barrel.  30-30 nickel 
steel barrel fitted with express rear sight and sporting 
front sight.  Weighs 7 1 2 lbs. Magazine holds 10 
shots.  

5

shotgun, 
double-barrel

JP Clabrough & Bros 1991.023.011 FIN 3595860 Laminated steel, double barrel shotgun, 71 cm (28 in.) 
in length.  One side plate is missing, along with the 
hammer.  Double triggered.  On the end of the butt is a 
carving of a forest scene with three deer.  The nickel 
plating (?) on the gun has decorati

6

shotgun, 
double-barrel

The L.P.G 1991.023.012 15628 Double barrel hammer breech loading shotgun (barrel 
measuring 72 cm in length).  Stamped on the metal 
strip (rib), between the two barrels, are the words; 
"The L.P.G. Damascus Steel. Guaranteed Government 
Test". 

7

shotgun, pump Winchester Model 
1897

1992.014.004 SN52154 Model 1897 Slide Action Shotgun made by the 
Winchester Repeating Arms Co.; the shotgun has a 
single barrel with a magazine tube beneath the barrel 
which holds five shells; the stock is oil stained walnut 
and the butt plate is hard rubber. Not in good 
condition. 

8 Handgun, 
revolver

Unknown
Belgian

1993.001.004 1902 14700824 Prohibited Unknown. Registry mentions multiple proof marks, 
"Bulldog" and .38 cal S&W

9
rifle, single Martini Target Rifle 1994.004.001 FIN 3595864 .22 calibre target rifle with a Martini-Henry-style 

action, manufactured by the British Small Arms 
Company. 

10

rifle, single Ballard Rifle 1994.004.003 17644 Sporting rifle with octagonal barrel and varnished 
walnut stock.  The curved trigger guard doubles as a 
lever to operate the falling-block action.  Chambered 
in .44 rimfire.

11

rifle, lever Winchester 1892 
Rifle

1994.004.005 999443 .2520 Calibre Winchester Model 1892 rifle with lever 
and oiled walnut stock; on the upper tang which 
attaches the body to the stock is "MODEL 1892 
Winchester".

12

rifle, semi auto Winchester 1907 
Rifle

1994.004.006 10153 Winchester "Self-Loading" Model 1907 in .351 
caliber. Semi-automatic with a detachable box 
magazine. This particular rifle has been fitted with a 
leather wrap around the grip and a leather carrying 
strap. 
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13

rifle, lever Winchester 1895 
Rifle

1994.004.007 47061 .405 Calibre Winchester Model 1895 rifle with lever 
and oiled walnut stock; on the upper tang which 
attaches the body to the stock is "MODEL 1895 
Winchester".

14

rifle, slide Winchester Model 
1890

1994.004.009 191437 Winchester Model 1890 Slide Action rifle with oiled 
stained walnut stock and blued metal; serial number 
on the under tang is 191437 and on the upper tang is 
"MODEL 1890 WINCHESTER TRADE MARK"; on 
the top of the barrel is ".22 SHORT".

15

rifle, slide Savage Slide Rifle 1994.004.010 2931 .22 calibre pump action rifle made by the Savage 
Arms Company complete with clip. On the barrel top 
is "MANUFACTURED BY THE SAVAGE ARMS 
COMPANY. UTICA. NEW YORK. U.S.A.".

16

Handgun, 
single, target

Stevens Old Model 
Pocket

1994.004.011 2032 14681886 Prohibited Stevens Old Model Pocket Pistol with brass frame 
plated with nickel and a rosewood grip; the barrel 
which is part octagonal and part rounded is hinged. Is 
dated to 1864. 22 calibre. Break action. 

17 Handgun, 
single

Benson No. 4 1994.004.012 NVS. FIN 
10977985

14696030 Prohibited Single shot tip-up derringer-style pistol with horn 
grips. Chambered in .22 . 

18
Handgun, 
single, 
percussion

Benson No. 6 1994.004.013 NVS. FIN 
11023462

14817015 Prohibited Percussion derringer with a removable, threaded 
barrel. Calibre is marked as "mini ball" on original 
transfer paperwork. 

19

Handgun, 
Single shot

Stevens Diamond 
No. 43

1994.004.014 7864 11925749 Restricted Stevens Diamond No. 43, First Issue Pistol with brass 
frame containing semi-circular side plate and walnut 
grip; blued 6 inch barrel which tips up for loading and 
to reveal serial number 7864 and fire pointed star. 
Model is from 1864. .22 calibre

20

pistol, single, 
percussion

Unknown 1994.004.015 N.V.G Restricted Percussion pistol with single octagonal barrel and 
wooden grip; the trigger is straight and there is an 
attached trigger guard; the grip has an incised checked 
design on the left side but is plain on the right side.

21

Handgun, 
revolver

Colt Eley New 
Service

1994.004.016 3912 11937939 Restricted Colt .455 calibre Eley New Service double action 
revolver with blued surface and hard rubber grips; on 
the barrel side is "NEW SERVICE 455 ELEY" and on 
the top of the barrel "COLT'S PATENT FIREARMS 
MFG. CO. HARTFORD.CT. U.S.A. PAT. AUG.
5.1884".

22

Handgun, 
revolver

Harrington & 
Richardson .22 
Special

1994.004.017 590742 11414036 Restricted Harrington and Richardson ".22 Special" nine shot 
double action revolver with bone grips and nickel 
surface on the metal; on the left side of the barrel is "H 
& R '22 SPECIAL'" and on the right side "22 LONG 
RIFLE CTG."; the serial number is 590742.

23

pistol, revolver, 
pinfire

Arendt Brevete 1994.004.018 3348 Pinfire revolver consisting of octagonal barrel attached 
to the cylinder axis pin and further braced against the 
lower part of the frame, a plain cylinder with six small 
square indentations and six small holes at the rear, and 
a wooden grip with a lanyard ring at the bottom. It is a 
Civil War Model. 
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24

Handgun, 
revolver

Colt Army Special 1994.004.019 436381 11413811 Restricted Colt "Army Special" 38 calibre revolver with rubber 
hand grips and blued surface; on the side of the barrel 
is "COLT ARMY SPECIAL 38" and on top of the 
barrel "COLT'S PT.F.A.MFG.CO. HARTFORD.CT.
USA PAT'D AUG.5.1884.JUNE 5.1900.JULY 
4.1905". 

25

Handgun, 
revolver

S&W Triple Lock 1994.004.020 17757 11414048 Prohibited Smith & Wesson 32 calibre Hand Ejector First Model 
double action revolver with checkered hard rubber 
grips and a blued finish; serial number on the butt 
bottom is 17757 and on the cylinder is "SMITH & 
WESSON SPRINGFIELD, MASS. USA PATENTED 
JULY 1,84.APR.9... Model is dated to 1895.  

26

Handgun, 
revolver

Iver Johnson Owl 
Head

1994.004.021 12249 11395231 Prohibited Iver Johnson .25 calibre, five shot, double action 
revolver with nickel finish on body and blued trigger 
and guard; grips are of hard rubber and have an owl's 
head design at the top; on the top of the barrel is 
inscribed "IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE 
WORKS. Identified at 1893 model. 

27

Handgun, 
revolver

English Bulldog 1994.004.022 94422 14700824 Prohibited Small revolver with wooden grips and "ENGLISH 
BULLDOG" on top of cylinder; top of barrel has "P. 
GLEESON HULL"; no visible serial number. Serial 
number assigned to it by Firearms Registration 
department in 1996 was is based on the museums 
object ID.44 calibre

28

Handgun, 
revolver

Forehand Arms Co. .
32

1994.004.023 342325 9436827 Prohibited Forehand Arms Company .32 calibre double action 
revolver with hard rubber grips and a nickel surface on 
the metal; on the top of the barrel is "FOREHAND 
ARMS CO. WORCESTER. MASS. U.S.A. PAT. 
JAN.11, NOV.29'87.JAN. 3'88"; . Identified as 1888 
model.  

29

Handgun, 
revolver

British Bulldog 1994.004.024 20341 11395249 Prohibited Small revolver with wooden grips and "BRITISH 
BULLDOG" on top of cylinder; has British proof 
marks on cylinder; no visible serial number or 
manufacturer's markings. However, in 1996 Ken 
noticed the serial number 20341 under the grib. It is .
38 calibre. 

30 Handgun, 
revolver

Unknown Revolver 1994.004.025 14696307 Prohibited double action revolver

31 Handgun, 
revolver

Unknown Revolver 1994.004.026 5051 14700808 Prohibited 5-shot Belgian revolver with pearl handles in .320 
Bulldog. It has a pearl handle. 

32
Handgun, 
revolver

Kolb 1994.004.027 V16565-657 14680064 Prohibited Appears in blue gun book, is a .22 Baby hammerless. 
would be a very small gun. Serial is hidden under the 
grip. 

33

Handgun, semi 
automatic

Colt 1908 Vest 
Pocket Hammerless

1994.004.028 1435 11414035 Prohibited Colt Model 1908 Hammerless .25 calibre Automatic 
pistol with hard rubber grips and blued finish; on the 
left side of the slide is "COLT PT.F.A. MFG. CO. 
HARTFORD. CT. U.S.A. PATENTED AUG.
25.1896.APR.20.1897.DEC.22. 1903",  

34

Handgun, 
revolver

S&W Model 1.5 1994.004.030 39947 19087474 Prohibited Smith & Wesson Model No. 1 1/2  First Issue 32 
calibre rimfire revolver with a five shot fluted 
cylinder; barrel, which is octagonal, has "SMITH & 
WESSON, SPRINGFIELD, MASS PAT'D APR.3, 
1855 & JULY 5, 1859".
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35

Handgun, 
automatic

Colt Model 1900 1994.005.001 2510 11413934 Restricted Colt Model 1900 automatic pistol with blued metal 
surface and hard rubber grips; on left of slide 
"BROWNING'S PATENT COLT'S PATENT 
FIREARMS MFG. CO. PAT'D APRIL 20, 1897 
HARTFORD CONN. U.S.A." and on right side of 
slide "AUTOMATIC COLT CALIBRE 38 RIMLESS. 
Can fire 7 shots. .38 calibre. 6 inch barrel. 

36 Handgun, 
singleshot.

Jukar (Connecticut 
Valley Arms)

1994.005.002 176698 11395232 Prohibited Philadelphia derringer replica. 45. percussion. 

37

Handgun, 
revolver

Colt New Army and 
Navy

1994.005.003 289420 11413887 Restricted Colt double action .41 calibre New Army and Navy 
revolver with hard rubber grip and blued steel surface; 
serial number 289420; on side of barrel "COLT D.A. 
41" and on top of barrel "COLT'S PT. F. A. mFG. CO. 
HARTFORD. CT. U.S.A. PAT.AUG.5.84.NOV.6.88.
MAR Barrel is 4.5". Is 6 shot. Model dated to 1895.

38

pistol, revolver S&W Hand Ejector 
Model 2

1994.005.004 70523 11414052 Restricted Smith & Wesson 455 calibre Mark II Hand Ejector 
Second Model revolver with a 6.5" barrel, six shot 
fluted cylinder and checkered walnut grip; blued finish 
and serial number on butt 70523.  (Note: original 
transfer paperwork has this as a first model Mark 2 
hand ejector.) Model dated to 1906. 

39

Handgun, 
revolver

S&W Third Model 1994.005.005 150418 11414039 Prohibited Smith & Wesson 38 calibre Double Action Third 
Model revolver with a 3.25" barrel and nickel finish; 
markings on the barel read "SMITH & WESSON 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. USA PAT'D JAN. 24,65 
JULY 11,65.AUG.24,69. REISSUE JULY 25,71. 
MAY 11,80. JAN.3,82.". Has 5 shots. Model dated to 
1882.

40 Handgun, 
single shot

Benson No. 9 
"Buenos Aires"

1994.005.006 No.9 FN 
11023463

14817016 Restricted A muzzle-loading percussion pistol with brass 
furniture and a "Buenos Aires" inscription.

41

Rifle Winchester 1894 1994.005.008 899368 Winchester 1894. 30 calibre. 

42
flare, signal Signal Gun 1996.022.001 45 A 25 MM signal gun.  It has a safety lock on firing 

pin. The letter"K" in a circle is  on the handle.  The 
words "25 MM signal pistol" is on the gun.

43 shotgun, single Hopkins & Allen 1997.007.001 C2505 Single barrel shotgun "hopkins allens"

44 Handgun, 
singleshot.

Stevens 1998.019.001 58655 14681898 Prohibited Old Model Pocket Pistol, Stevens, 22 long, single 
shot.

45 Handgun, 
revolver

Unknown Smith and 
Wesson

2002.015.001 202639 7164311 Prohibited The firearms donation paperwork identifies it as a S 
and W Double Action Third Model Revolver.

46 rifle, bolt, 
military

SMLE No 4 Mk 1* Not accessioned 50C5317 Smle No 4 MK1*. Bolt-action rifle chambered in .303 
British. Marked US Property. 

47

rifle, lever Winchester 1894 Not accessioned 251718 Winchester 1894 tang brazed in 2 places. The firearm 
states "Model 1884 Winchester Trade Mark". But the 
internet claims winchester did not make an 1884 
model. However the other section of the firearm states 
the patent of this firearm as Aug 21st 1894. 
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48
rifle, single, 
bolt

Fabrique Nationale 
Single Shot bolt 
action. 22

11354 Fabrique Nationale Single Shot bolt action. 22. Top of 
firearm reads "La Fabrique nationale d'Armes de 
Guerre  herstal bel gique" 

49 Handgun, 
single shot

Stevens Not accessioned 33727 18425272 Restricted Diamond No 43 First Issue Stevens 22 short single 
shot firearm. Barrel length is 152. 

50
Rifle, lever 
action 

Winchester 1886 Not accessioned 93377 Lever action Winchester Rifle. Rifle reads "Model 
1886" and  "Manufactured by the Winchester 
Repeating Arms co. New Haven Conn, U.S.A" 

51 Handgun, 
Revolver

Unknown Belgian Not accessioned V16558 18425257 Restricted Smith and Wesson No 3 Double Action New Model 
Copy 44-40 WIN calibre, 6 shot, 145 barrel

52
Rifle, Pump 
Action

1909 Savage Not accessioned 1058 A .22 Savage pump action firearm patent 1909. A 
band of fabric on the butt partly blocks the serial 
number.

53

Rifle, 
Percussion

J Rigby and Co Not accessioned Double barrel Rigby and Co percussion firearm. Body 
of gun has engraved flower design. Rigby and Co can 
just be made out on the gun, other writing is to faint to 
read. Two barrels seem to have been poorly melted 
together. Clear resin like substance staining gun as if it 
as been poorly glued back together in the past. 

54

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 110 17110285 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

55

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 112 17110269 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

56

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 116 17110291 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

57

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 119 17110283 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

58

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 126 17110280 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 
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59

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 128 17110281 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

60

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 133 17110282 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

61

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 138 17110288 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

62

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 144 17110274 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

63

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 145 17110272 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

64

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 148 17110292 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

65

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 149 17110289 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

66

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 150 17110273 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

67

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 158 17110294 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 
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68

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 159 17110298 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

69

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 159 17110275 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

70

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 166 17110270 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

71

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 169 17110266 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

72

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 176 17110271 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

73

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 178 17110287 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

74

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 179 17110268 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

75

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 1919 17110293 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

76

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 195 17110276 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 
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77

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 207 17110297 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

78

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 222 17110277 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

79

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 223 17110284 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

80

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 269 17110267 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

81

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 333 17110286 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

82

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 3957 17110279 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

83

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A 427 17110278 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 

84

Hand gun, 
single shot

Martini type N/A A1162 17110290 Restricted Martini type handgun, 303 British calibre.  1 shot. 
Barrel length is 140. It has been suggested that this is a 
replica of pistols used in the second Anglo-Afghan 
war. Replicas like this were made in Afghanistan 
between 1950-2010 to sell as a souvenir. More 
research would be required to confirm this. 


